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Executive summary
This study has been realized in the scope of AQUO, a collaborative research project
supported by the 7th Framework Programme through Grand Agreement N°314227, whose
final goal is to provide to policy makers practical guidelines to mitigate underwater noise
footprint due to shipping, in order to prevent adverse consequences on marine life. The
present document is the deliverable D5.7 “Assessment of the solutions to reduce impact on
marine life”.
It aims at presenting the final step of the methodology developed within the AQUO project
which links the different models and data of noise sources, shipping traffic, environment and
bioacoustics criteria so as to provide a noise map synthesis. This last key outcome appears
to be an essential tool and very efficient visual and quantitative assessment, dedicated to the
management of a defined sensitive area such as Marine Protected Areas.
The solutions considered for the guidelines can be split into:
 ship design;
 operational settings applied to individual vessels;
 ship traffic control at the scale of a maritime area.
The selection of the most relevant solutions is based on three criteria:
 Intrinsic reduction of ship URN (AQUO report D5.3 [9]),
 Fuel efficiency (AQUO report D5.5 [10])
 Impact on underwater noise and related bio-acoustic criteria in the whole maritime
area (the present study).
Here, the AQUO project has demonstrated that a specific methodology coupled to an
innovative modelling technology is able to evaluate most type of regulation on underwater
noise reduction.
This has been demonstrated effectively on individual URN reduction solutions, from
cavitation cancellation and machinery noise reduction to regulatory rules on URN such as
limits (URN-controlled vessel and URN-advanced vessel) of Bureau Veritas class notation
NR614, but also on traffic regulation, speed limitation and spatial planning regulations.
Several test cases have been carried out, conducted in three different test areas (one off the
coasts of Brittany, one near Barcelona, one near Marseilles). From these test cases,
although the analysis may vary according to the criteria or frequency range taken into
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account, we can draw a few conclusions:
 The reduction of URN of all vessels, either through improved design, either by
imposing limits on the source levels, is an efficient solution, leading to a significant
improvement of the impact associated to the retained bioacoustic criteria,
 The efficiency of imposing a speed limit greatly depends whether it is applied in a
MPA only or at a wider scale, as underwater noise is influenced by remote ship traffic,
 Traffic separation schemes can lead to some improvement, showing that solutions
based only on traffic management, without modifying the ships as noise sources, can
be considered,
 Other solutions such as fostering deep or shallow waters are strongly dependent on
local features.
We can also outline that the result of the analysis depends strongly on the maritime area of
interest (characterized by the geometry, the physical properties, the ship traffic and the list of
marine animals to be protected) and so, a case to case analysis is necessary before applying
any regulation.
The technology being in place, the major recommendation at this stage is to implement a
comprehensive management pilot project based on this new generation of decision aid tool.
The objective would be to evaluate the tool for a specific test case, surveying most of the
parameters that will influence the diagnostic and the management: URN direct
measurements, noise measurement for calibration purposes, intensive habitat survey, criteria
refinement, etc. The ultimate phase of the pilot project would be to implement a regulatory
decision based on the assessment provided and evaluate the effects on the noise reduction
and on the marine fauna. A Marine Protected Area would be a very good candidate to host
such a pilot project.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Context of AQUO

It is important here again to recall the context of AQUO project. In 2008, the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive has outlined the need to mitigate underwater noise footprint due to
shipping, to prevent negative consequences to marine life.
Within AQUO, an overall methodology has been built-up aiming at providing the policy
makers with practical guidelines, acceptable by shipyards and ship owners.
These solutions have been listed in the AQUO report R5.9 [8] and then detailed in terms of
URN characterization in the AQUO report D5.3 [9]. To be accepted and practical these
solutions needed to be also evaluated considering the fuel efficiency point of view in the
AQUO report D5.5 [10].
Finally, to be completely acceptable and practical these solutions were to be assessed in
terms of impact, merging the criteria for bioacoustics sensitivity of marine species (AQUO
report D4.5 [7]) into the Ocean Shipping Noise Footprint tool. The methodology and the
resulting operational tool have been drawn to fulfil the main industrial stakeholders (ship
owners, ship yards and operators) expectations and provide a powerful decision aid to the
regulator to design and evaluate managerial rules for an area of interest.

1.2.

Objectives

The objectives are to provide through a methodology and thanks to a validated tool, for any
defined maritime areas:


The current situation in terms of underwater ambient noise



The consequences coming from the actual shipping traffic



The assessment of dedicated mitigation measures (technical and operational)



The resulting ocean shipping noise footprint which includes the criteria of known
criteria on given species.
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2. Methodology
The research undertaken in this task is unique, and has produced results that are beyond
actual knowledge. The result of its implementation leads to an operational tool able to be
used for decision aid on the assessment of solutions to reduce impact on marine life. The
methodology is global and generic in order to address any type of impact regarding
underwater noise.

2.1.

Overview

The methodology developed under this research task has been undertaken in the continuity
of the following deliverables (Figure 1):
 AQUO D1.2, 2013: Definition of the Ocean Shipping Noise Footprint [1]
 AQUO D1.3, 2014. Scenarios for the assessment of the Ocean Shipping Noise
Footprint [2]
 AQUO D3.6, 2015. Measurements of ambient underwater noise along time in
different areas [6]
 AQUO D1.4, 2014. Ocean Shipping Noise Footprint Model [3]
 AQUO D4.5, 2015. Criteria for bioacoustic sensitivity in maritime areas [7]
 AQUO D5.3, 2015. Assessment of the solutions to reduce URN [9]
The methodology developed and illustrated in this report gives a statistical assessment of the
reduction solution at a basin scale taking into consideration:
(a) the overall shipping noise arising from three demonstration areas (two in the
Mediterranean sea, one in the Atlantic sea);
(b) the area-specific shipping activities and its variability;
(c) the area-specific ocean environment and its seasonality.
The results are based on the assessment of the baseline situations: statistical sound
pressure maps of the area of interests have been produced based on (Figure 2):
(a) continuous AIS data describing the shipping in the area of interest;
(b) continuous oceanographic data in the area of interest;
(c) results of URN models developed in AQUO;
(d) thresholds for perceived sound levels for species of interest.
The effectiveness of the reduction solutions has been determined by using Quonops©, the
footprint assessment tool developed and validated under WP1, the reduction solution
identified in WP5, and the results of the bioacoustic research achieved in WP4 on
Dissemination level:
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Cephalopods, Cod and Harbour Porpoises. By applying solutions for the reduction of URN or
traffic regulations on the fleet of vessels cruising in the area of interest, the comparison with
the baseline statistics leads to the geographical quantification of the cumulative benefits or
drawbacks of each solution at the scale of the basin and for a given period of time.

Figure 1: Overview of the methodology to be able to assess the solutions to reduce impact on
marine life in the framework of the AQUO project.

Figure 2: Illustration of the
implementation of the Ocean Noise
Footprint assessment tools Quonops©
on shipping activities: for a given period
of time, AIS data serve to describe the
ship traffic in the region of interest ; the
ocean environment is described for the
same period; long term noise
monitoring allows to calibrate the noise
maps at basin scale. Based on these
input, Quonops© is able to produce
maps of the noise arising from
shipping, and to evaluate the risks for
marine life to serve for decision aid.
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Overview of the solutions to be evaluated

The different operational solutions simulated are summed-up in the following Table 1 and
described in details in the following paragraphs. In this table the acronyms “Ush”, “Ant” and
“Obs” refer to the test areas defined in the AQUO report D1.3 [2], also presented in
paragraph 2.4 of the present report: USHANT (off the coast of Brittany, France), ANTARES
(Mediterranean Sea near Marseille, France), and OBSEA (Mediterranean Sea near
Barcelona, Spain).
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Cat.

Reduction scenario

Reference

URN

Reduction of ship URN noise

Ush1 & Ant2

BV URN-controlled vessels limits

Ush2

BV URN-advanced vessels limits

Ush3

reduction

Trafic

Grouping by 3 vessel-packets while transiting in the Traffic Ush4

regulation

Separation Scheme
Insuring minimal distance of 10km between individual Ush5
vessels transiting in the Traffic Separation Scheme

Speed

Speed limited to 13 knots for all vessels in the MPA only

Ush7

Speed limited to 13 knots for all vessels in the full area

Ant1

Fostering deep waters

Obs1

Fostering shallow waters

Obs2

Traffic Separation Scheme translated 10km offshore

Ush6

limitation

Spatial
planning

Table 1: Summary of the reduction and mitigation solutions which efficiency has been evaluated at
basin scale.
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Ocean Shipping Noise Footprint assessment tool

Continuous noise monitoring and noise mapping is operational for three areas in the
Mediterranean Sea, and in the Atlantic Ocean (AQUO D3.6 [6]). This major achievement has
been made possible thanks to the joint effort between Quiet-Oceans (Brest, France) and the
Laboratori d'Aplicacions Bioacustiques (Barcelona, Spain) which have merged their real-time
modelling, analysis and measurement capabilities. The noise mapping service has been fully
operational since February 2014, and has demonstrated a high level of quality with
uncertainties of less than 3.8dB in the 125Hz third-octave band over a 6-month period at
OBSEA observatory.

2.3.1. Concept
Quonops© operational real-time capability is able to produce series of instantaneous acoustic
field data in order to derive statistical trend for a frequency band of interest (for example the
third octave 125 Hz) and for different temporal metric (6h, daily, weekly, etc.) To do this,
Quonops© is connected to different data sharing platforms in order to provide at each instant
the bathymetry, the AIS traffic in the large area, the temperature, the salinity, the significant
wave height and the in-situ measurement (Figure 3).

2.3.2. Implementation
The collection of the input data, and the analysis performed to assess the quality of each
data is running routinely by the Quonops© platform (AQUO report D1.4 [3]).
A specific process is done for AIS navigation data that extrapolates the position of each
vessel at a specific instant and associates a generic ship URN in accordance with the vessel
category, speed and length. These models have been developed in task 2.1 (AQUO report
R2.9 [4]) and updated in task 2.5 (AQUO report D2.8 [13]).
The 3D acoustic energy field is calculated by Quonops© which takes into account the
specific oceanographic environment of the basin. A 2D percentile map of noise energy for
the 63Hz and 125Hz third octave band is then made available. The instantaneous acoustic
field is converted in a probability of level (cumulative distribution function) for each position
(latitude, longitude) by taking into account a series of acoustic fields in a given time window.
For each multiple of 6 hours, the 50% percentile map is computed and gives the acoustic
trend in the area and the difference between day/night. In the same way, after 24 hours the
statistic map for the 50% percentile is computed and gives the daily acoustic trend. Longterm statistics is also calculated, at the monthly and quarter time resolution.
Dissemination level:
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The procedure adopted for Quonops© to calibrate the noise fields is to assimilate punctual
measurements that have been specifically processed for each one-third octave. To calibrate
the statistical map, we compare at the hydrophone position the acoustic levels measured and
predicted for different equivalent assumed bottom properties. This method has been
implemented on data from the OBSEA observatory. The LIDO system (Listening to the Deep
Ocean Environment developed by LAB-UPC) provided acoustic data recorded continuously.
Indeed, every 20 seconds, LIDO provides the SPL values integrated in a time window of 20
seconds for the third octave bands 63 and 125Hz. A temporal series of five months (March to
July) has been chosen for the development and validation of the algorithms. After applying
the calibration process, the best equivalent bottom found is the muddy fine sand and an
equalization factor of 13 dB. The quality of the assessment is estimated for natural noise and
anthropogenic noise, the overall uncertainties for the whole period are in mean 1.5dB for
natural noise and 3.8 dB for anthropogenic noise.

NOISE
FOOTPRINT

NOISE
FOOTPRINT
REDUCTION

IMPACT
ON MARINE
FAUNA
Figure 3 : Concept of operational ocean noise based on a real-time capability.
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Reference areas

2.4.1. The OBSEA area, Mediterranean sea, Spain, area
The multi-parametric, cabled coastal Seafloor Observatory (OBSEA), located 4 km off of
Vilanova i la Gertrú, Barcelona, at 041°10.914'N' and 001°45.140'E and immerged at a depth
of 20m, is directly connected to a ground station by a telecommunication cable; thus, it is not
affected by the limitations associated with previous observation technologies. OBSEA is part
of the European Multidisciplinary Seafloor Observatory (EMSO) infrastructure, and its
activities are included among the Network of Excellence of the European Seas Observatory
NETwork (ESONET). OBSEA enables remote, long-term, and continuous surveys of the
local ecosystem by acquiring synchronous multi-parametric habitat data and bio-data with
the following sensors: Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) sensors for salinity,
temperature, and hydrostatic pressure (for the determination of the depth); Acoustic Doppler
Current Profilers (ADCP) for current speed and direction, including a turbidity meter and a
fluorimeter (for the determination of chlorophyll concentration); a hydrophone; a
seismometer; and finally, a video camera for automated image analysis in relation to species
classification and tracking.
The Laboratory of Applied Bioacoustics (LAB-UPC), located in the fishing harbour of
Vilanova i la Geltrú, disposes of an AIS antenna that is gathering in real-time the information
from shipping traffic over the OBSEA observatory (see LIDO interface below in Figure 4),
allowing not only to monitor individual ship noise but also to feed the predictive models.
In winter, the temperature is mainly constant throughout the water column. However, a
strong thermocline appears in spring due to the heating of the upper layers of the ocean
(Figure 5) which is combined with generally calmer sea states in spring and summer.

Figure 4: Ship density during the period March to

Figure 5: Sound speed profile provided by

July 2014 obtained by processing the real-time flow

MyOcean from March to July 2014.

of AIS data.
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2.4.2. The USHANT area, Atlantic Ocean, France
The Iroise Marine Natural Park, (Parc naturel marin d’Iroise), was created in 2007 off the
coast of Finistère between the islands Ushant, Molène and Sein and the coasts of Crozon
headland and Douarnenez. The Iroise Marine Natural Park is a remarkable area boasting
outstanding natural resources and playing host to traditional fishing activities. The Iroise
contains surprising biodiversity consisting of dozens of species of algae, marine mammals,
birds and other less well-known or simply more discreet species. In addition to being listed as
a marine natural park, it is a marine protected area under the Oslo-Paris convention
(OSPAR) and a large part of its perimeter is listed under the European Habitats and Birds
directives (Network 2000 directives) and as a UNESCO biosphere reserve.
Quiet-Oceans has deployed an AIS receiver in the area (Figure 6) that is directly used to
build the noise maps. No continuous measurement of sound is available in the framework of
the AQUO project. The sound speed profile in the area shows a 100m thick mixed layer until
the beginning of December 2014. The medium became completely homogeneous within a
few weeks in December 2014 leading to a constant sound speed across the whole water
column during the end of the year 2014.

Figure 6: Ship density during the period March to

Figure 7: The bathymetry of the area shows a strong

July 2014 obtained by processing the real-time

disparity that will largely influence the noise structure: a

flow of AIS data.

flat and shallow part in the north-east and a slope and
deep water in the south-west.
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The ANTARES area, Mediterranean sea, France

The ANTARES (Astronomy with a Neutrino Telescope and Abyss environmental RESearch)
collaboration has constructed in the deep Mediterranean Sea at 2.500 m depth, the largest
neutrino telescope operating in the Northern Hemisphere. ANTARES is a multidisciplinary,
permanent marine observatory providing high-bandwidth real-time data transmission from
deep-sea for geosciences and marine environmental sciences. The site is part of the
MOOSE, FIX03 and Km3NET networks providing real-time data transmission through two
deep cabled moorings. The acoustic data measured at ANTARES observatory is provided
through LIDO.
The sound speed profile in the area shows a very deep 600 to 800m thick mixed layer until
the beginning of December 2014. The medium became slowly homogeneous within a few
weeks in December 2014 leading to a constant sound speed down to 100m depth. The
surface roughness was constantly increasing in December 2014, leading to increasing
natural noise (noise from breaking waves) and impeding the long range propagation of
sounds. The sound speed profile in the deep waters of the area has shown a minimum of
sound speed bellow 100m depth. This creates a deep channel that may trap the sounds at
these depths and make them propagate at very long ranges.

Figure 8: Ship density during June 2015 obtained by

Figure 9: The bathymetry of the area shows a strong slope

processing the real-time flow of AIS data.

toward deep waters.
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3. Baseline statistical noise used as references
The survey and mapping of the noise arising from shipping activities have been done at the
reference sites:
 OBSEA: Offshore Barcelona (Spain);
 ANTARES: Offshore Marseille (France);
 USHANT: Offshore Brest (France).
Real oceanographic environment and real ship traffic data have been used to assess the
noise in these three areas. The reference periods used for this study are:
 December 2014, representative of a winter situation;
 June 2015, representative of a spring/summer situation.
To account for the variability, stochasticity and uncertainties of key physical and
environmental parameters, we have adopted a statistical approach: a set of more than 1000
instantaneous ocean and shipping situation have been used to assess the noise field. The
statistics is performed on the 1000 3-dimensional noise fields, at each latitude and longitude
independently. The probability of having a certain noise level for each location (longitude,
latitude) on the map has been calculated based on all noise values obtained at that position,
as a probability density function. This approach has the advantage of capturing the sensitivity
of the noise maps to the variability of both ocean environment and shipping traffic.
Percentiles have been used to represent the statistical noise in each area. A percentile1
corresponds to the proportion of time and space for which the noise exceeds a given level at
a specific position and during the period of time of interest.
In this report, the analysis is limited to the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles. The
percentiles higher than 50th are mostly representative of environmental noise and long range
shipping noise.
The following statements can be made from the results obtained at the three sites of interest
in the Mediterranean and in the Atlantic:

1

This concept is widespread even in everyday life. For example, the average income of the top 10% of income

earners or the “income threshold corresponding to the 90th or to the 95th percentile”, i.e. the income earned by
the poorest individual among the top 10% or top 15% richest individuals. Meanwhile, the 50th percentile
corresponds to the median salary.
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 The ambient noise from distant shipping is best described by the 75th to 25th
percentiles, which are most sensitive to the ocean properties (sediment, bathymetry,
temperature, salinity, surface roughness, etc.);
 Hot spots of increased levels of ambient noise are present for the highest percentiles.
They are induced by the concentration of the traffic at the approach of harbours, at
choke points or in navigation separation schemes. The magnitude of the increase is
directly linked to the density of vessels in the area;
 The spatial and statistical structure of the baseline shipping noise is not
homogeneous in any of the three areas considered, regardless of the environment
(shallow or deep waters).

3.1.

Reference

shipping

noise

offshore

Marseille,

Mediterranean, France
The structure of the statistical shipping noise represented in Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure
12, is largely influenced by the bathymetry and by the traffic from and to the harbours:
The north-west area has the lowest noise levels for each percentile. This can be explained
by shallower waters, although the harbour of Fos-sur-mer hosts a significant amount of
shipping.
Because the traffic concentrates in the vicinity of harbours, the associated noise levels arise
from the ambient noise. The emergences have different probability to occur though. The
noise arising from the traffic in and out Marseille starts to be noticeable half of the time, while
the noise arising from the traffic associated to Fos-sur-mer starts to be noticeable 25% of the
time. All commercial harbours (Toulon, Marseille, Fos-sur-mer) show a noise signature at
least 10% of the time.
The Islands of Hyeres, offshore Toulon play an important role in shadowing the noise from
the traffic occurring offshore. This effect induces a significantly quieter area between the
islands and the coastline at least 25% of the time.
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th

Figure 10: 10 percentile
shipping noise in June
2015 at 125Hz. Noise
levels arising 10% of the
time at each position
during the period of time.
Uncalibrated

th

Figure 11: 25 percentile
shipping noise in June
2015 at 125Hz. Noise
levels arising 25% of the
time at each position
during the period of time.
Uncalibrated

th

Figure 12: 50 percentile
(median levels) shipping
noise in June 2015 at
125Hz. Noise levels
arising half of the time at
each position during the
period of time.
Uncalibrated
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Reference

shipping

noise

offshore

Barcelona,

Mediterranean, Spain
Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15 show June 2014’s statistics of the ambient noise levels in
the 125Hz third-octave for the 10th, 25th, and 50th percentiles respectively. The noise maps
are calibrated with rea-time in-situ acoustic measurement provided by LIDO in the same
frequency band. The noise footprint of two harbour can be visible at least 10% of the time,
reaching up to 120 dB ref. 1µPa². Barcelona harbour on the north-east of the area has a
stronger footprint than the other harbour in the west of the area. Both approaches of the
harbours have also a clear footprint that spread towards all direction, as the traffic is not
structured.

th

Figure 13: 10 percentile
shipping noise in June
2015 at 125Hz. Noise
levels arising 10% of the
time at each position
during the period of time.

th

Figure 14: 25 percentile
shipping noise in June
2015 at 125Hz. Noise
levels arising 25% of the
time at each position
during the period of time.
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th

Figure 15: 50 percentile
(median levels) shipping
noise in June 2015 at
125Hz. Noise levels
arising half of the time at
each position during the
period of time.
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Reference shipping noise offshore Brest, Atlantic,

France
The noise arising from the navigation separation scheme is dominating the noise structure of
the area all of the time. The bathymetric transition from shallow to deep waters in the southwest combined with a significant change in the bottom from harder to softer sediment, have a
very large impact on the spatial structure of the noise levels in the area. The Ushant Island
plays the role of protecting the archipelagos from the noise arising from the navigation
separation scheme. Indeed, up to at least 25% of the time, statistical levels in the
archipelagos are more than 10dB lower than in the rest of the area. The shallow waters
between the islands of the archipelagos play also a key role in keeping the noise at low
levels, absorbing the noise coming from large distances.

th

Figure 16: 10 percentile
shipping noise in June
2015 at 125Hz. Noise
levels arising 10% of the
time at each position
during the period of time.
Uncalibrated.

th

Figure 17: 25 percentile
shipping noise in June
2015 at 125Hz. Noise
levels arising 25% of the
time at each position
during the period of time.
Uncalibrated
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th

Figure 18: 50 percentile
(median levels) shipping
noise in June 2015 at
125Hz. Noise levels
arising half of the time at
each position during the
period of time.
Uncalibrated
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4. Assessment of masking and behavioural reaction on marine
life of the actual situations
Masking and behavioural reactions have been studied for:
 Atlantic Cod at Ushant reference site;
 Harbour porpoises at Ushant reference site.

4.1.1. Scaling risks
On the basis of AQUO report D4.5 [7], it has been decided to scale risks into zones of
influence of different nature, see Figure 19. Five criteria have been defined to discriminate
adjacent zones of influence:


Zone of injury which corresponds to an area in which perceived noise levels exceed
permanent physiological damage (permanent threshold shift)



Zone of impairment which corresponds to an area in which perceived noise levels are
likely to cause temporary physiological damage (temporary threshold shift)



Zone of potential behavioural reaction which corresponds to an area in which
perceived noise levels may cause sufficient annoyance for individuals to stop their
normal activity and possibly flee the area (AQUO report D4.2 [12]). The
consequences are indirect, causing increased consumption of energy, interruption in
their hunting or socialisation activities, a forced change of habitat, etc. This level of
anthropogenic pressure can ultimately lead to impact individuals as well as
population.



Zone of masking. Masking occurs when sound emitted and received by specimens in
their hunting, socialisation activities or predator avoidance, are hidden by
anthropogenic noise. This type of effect is relevant especially for continuous noise as
demonstrated in AQUO report D4.3 [11]. In this area, the radius of interaction
between specimens is reduced impacting individuals, groups of individuals or
population.



Zone of audibility which corresponds to an area in which perceived noise levels are
unlikely to cause any significant adverse effect. This zone can be dominated either by
anthropogenic noise or environmental noise.
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Figure 19: Summary of potential noise induced effects: Relationship between noise levels, distance,
and potential effects (AQUO D4.5, 2015).

4.1.2. Relevance
Masking through shipping noise changes the auditory scene and may reduce the range over
which some key species can operate acoustically: detection of prays, social and breeding
communication, detection of predators, etc. In AQUO project, masking effect has been
measured in laboratory.
Behavioural reaction through shipping noise changes the normal course of the activities of
some key species. Behavioural reactions have been observed in laboratory experiment and
on-site.
Both masking & behavioural reactions are likely to negatively affect the animals’ energy
budget and ultimately individual fitness and population dynamics.

4.1.3. Proxies and thresholds used for the assessment
Based on biological studies on the effect of exposure to shipping noise for Harbour
Porpoises and Atlantic Cods, AQUO report D4.5 [7] has defined criteria to be used to assess
the potential risks of masking and behavioural reactions through the ocean shipping noise
footprint tool. The criteria used for modelling are displayed in Table 2. Two scenarios have
been implemented to assess the masking effect:
 Masking of communication signal used by female Atlantic Cods to spawn: female
spawning cod are most of the time close to the bottom. Female cod uses low
frequency broadband sounds to communicate with the male cod located up to 50 m
depth interval. We have used Rmax=20m averaged distance between female and male
cods to evaluate the risk of masking of this signal from shipping noise (Figure 20);
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 Masking of Killer Whale predator sounds located at Rmax=100m distance from a
harbour porpoise (Figure 20).

4.1.4. Thresholds for harbour porpoises used for modelling
The masking threshold used for harbour porpoises has been calculated from the mean
source level of a Killer Whale call (Miller et al., 2006) from which a spherical spreading loss
has been deduced over a distance of 100m (distance between the Killer Whalle and the
Harbour porpoise in our scenario) as well as the Signal-to-Masker ratio (Lucke 2015). The
spherical spreading assumption is reasonable since the wavelength is rather small compared
to the water depth in most places studied, and the distance between the two species is
limited to 100m.
The threshold for potential behavioural reaction is derived from the scientific threshold given
by Dyndo (2015), scaled to the 1/3-octave band centred around 2kHz.

4.1.1. Thresholds for Atlantic cod used for modelling
The masking threshold used for Atlantic cod has been calculated from the thresholds
measured in the framework of AQUO, from which a spherical spreading loss has been
deduced over a distance of 20m (distance between female and male cods in our scenario) as
well as the detection threshold of 6dB. The spherical spreading assumption is reasonable
since the distance between the two species is limited to 20m.
The potential behaviour reaction thresholds have been taken from the scientific results
obtained in the framework of AQUO, without any modification.
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Table 2: Criteria used to model the effect of shipping noise on marine fauna at basin scale as
provided by D4.5 “Criteria for bioacoustic sensitivity of maritime areas.”
Harbour porpoise
Frequency (third octave band)
Depth interval (m)
Signal to Masker Ratio (SMR)

2 kHz

Atlantic cod
63 Hz

125 Hz

Surface – 20m down

Bottom – 50m up

18.6 dB

6 dB

Rmax (m)

100

20

20

(dB ref 1µPa²)

96

2

82

3

93

Masking

Behaviour reaction (dB ref 1µPa²)

118

5

115

4

131

Figure 20: Left: Scenario used to evaluate the masking of spawning cod sounds from shipping noise.
Right: Scenario used to evaluate the masking of Killer Whale (predator) calls from shipping noise.

2 155 -20log10 (Rmax) -SMR in dB ref. 1µPa² in the 1/3 octave band
3 114 - 20log10 (Rmax) – SMR in dB ref. 1µPa² in the 1/3 octave band
4 125 -20log10 (Rmax) –SMR in dB ref. 1µPa² in the 1/3 octave band
5 123- 31.47 (octave band) + 26.63 (1/3 octave band) in dB ref. 1µPa² in the 1/3 octave band
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4.1.2. Risk for Cod offshore Brest, Atlantic
The assessment of masking spawning communication (20m from seafloor) and potential
behavioural reaction toward shipping noise in June 2014 is presented in Figure 21. Masking
and behavioural reactions occur in relatively shallow water places, where the cods are at
close distance to the vessel noise sources. Masking occurs in the vicinity of the traffic
separation scheme, because the cumulative vessel noise from the specific traffic in this
particular area is more intense. However, behavioural reactions in the deepest layers of the
water column are unlikely because the water depth exceeds 100m.

Figure 21: Assessment of masking spawning communication (20m from the surface) and potential
behavioural reaction toward shipping noise in June 2014.

4.1.3. Risk for Harbour porpoise offshore Brest, Atlantic
The assessment of masking Killer Whale calls located at 100m from harbour porpoises at a
50m depth, and potential behavioural reaction toward shipping noise in June 2014 is
presented in Figure 22. Both masking and behavioural reactions are likely to occur locally in
the very shallow part of the Molène archipelagos, mainly because of the shallow water. Both
masking and behavioural risks arise also in the vicinity of the traffic separation scheme
where the cumulative noise is more intense. In this scenario, since the risk is calculated for
harbour porpoise located at an average of 20m depth, no specific effect in deep water is
assessed nor expected.
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Figure 22: Assessment of masking spawning communication (20m from seafloor) and potential
behavioural reaction toward shipping noise in June 2014.
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5. Assessment of the benefits of URN reduction solutions
5.1.

Reduction of URN through design improvement of

merchant ships and passenger vessels
5.1.1. Description of the solution
In this scenario, it is assumed here that both machinery and propeller/cavitation noise control
measures have been taken. From the method defined in AQUO report R2.9 [4], the total SL
is given by:
SLpropimptoved  f ,V , Lref 
SLcavimproved  f ,V , Lref 
 SLmachimproved  f ,V , Lref 

10
10
10
  LFcorr  f , d 
SLV 3 E ( f ,V , Lref )  10 log10
 10
 10





with Lfcorr(f,d) the Lloyd Mirror effect correction given by:


1

1
 ,
LFcorr  f   Max 0;10 log 
2 
2






2
2

f
/
c
d
L
sin





d=source depth, =15°.

Also, it is assumed that only the largest commercial vessels are considered for this effort, so
the categories affected are:
-

Cargo ships;
Large container vessels;
Tankers;
Large tankers;
Ferries (or large passenger ships);
Large cruise vessels.

The SL models for other categories (high speed, fishing, FRV, leisure, tugs, sailing) are not
affected, and for them the reference models are kept.
The modified models, under the reference (AQUO_V3E), are given below:


For medium/large cargo or tankers:

Lref=180 m; Vref=14 kts.

SLmach improved  f ,V , Lref   134  15 log V

for f < 150 Hz

SLmach  impoved  f ,V , Lref   186  24 log f  15 log V

for f > 150 Hz

SL prop improved  f ,V , Lref   107  5 log f  50 log V

for f < 80 Hz

SL prop improved  f ,V , Lref   154  30 log f  50 log V

for f > 80 Hz

SLcav improved  f ,V , Lref   73  10 log V  60 log V

for f < 50 Hz and V>12 kts
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SLcav improved  f ,V , Lref   123  20 log f  60 log V


for f > 50 Hz and V>12 kts

For very large cargo or tankers (length > 250m, low rotation speed 2 stroke
engines):

Lref=280 m; Vref=20 kts.

SLmach  improved  f ,V , Lref   130  20 log V

for f < 200 Hz

SLmach  improved  f ,V , Lref   179  22 log f  20 log V

for f > 200 Hz

SL prop improved  f ,V , Lref   100  5 log f  50 log V

for f < 80 Hz

SL prop improved  f ,V , Lref   147  30 log f  50 log V

for f > 80 Hz

SLcav improved  f ,V , Lref   67  10 log V  60 log V

for f < 50 Hz and V>14 kts

SLcav improved  f ,V , Lref   117  20 log f  60 log V

for f > 50 Hz and V>14 kts



For ferries:

Lref=180 m; Vref=18 kts.

SLmach  f ,V , Lref   130  15 log V

for f < 200 Hz

SLmach  f ,V , Lref   177  22 log f  15 log V

for f > 200 Hz

SL prop improved  f ,V , Lref   120  15 log f  50 log V

for f < 80 Hz

SL prop improved  f ,V , Lref   138  25 log f  50 log V

for f > 80 Hz

SLcav improved  f ,V , Lref   49  20 log V  60 log V

for f < 60 Hz and V>12 kts

SLcav improved  f ,V , Lref   121  20 log f  60 log V

for f > 60 Hz and V>12 kts



For large cruise vessels:

Lref=250 m; Vref=18 kts.

SLmach  f ,V , Lref   133  15 log V

for f < 100 Hz

SLmach  f ,V , Lref   181  24 log f  15 log V

for f > 100 Hz

Lref=250 m; Vref=18 kts.

SL prop improved  f ,V , Lref   120  15 log f  50 log V

for f < 80 Hz

SL prop improved  f ,V , Lref   139  25 log f  50 log V

for f > 80 Hz

SLcav improved  f ,V , Lref   68  10 log V  60 log V

for f < 65 Hz and V>13 kts

SLcav improved  f ,V , Lref   122  20 log f  60 log V

for f > 65 Hz and V>13 kts
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Baseline (June
2015)

Reduction of URN
through design
improvement of
merchant ships and
passenger vessels
(June 2015)
Figure 23: Distribution of source levels (URN) in June 2015 at Ushant site.

5.1.2. Benefits at basin scale on the distribution of shipping noise
The following figures quantify the gain of the reduction of URN through design improvement
of merchant ships and passenger vessels at the basin scale for several percentiles. The
same reduction scenario is applied offshore Brest in the North-east of the Atlantic, and
offshore Marseille in the Mediterranean Sea. An overall gain between 3 and 6 dB is expected
in most of the areas, especially in deep waters. In shallow areas, a gain between 0 and 3 dB
is predicted. Interestingly, this solution also has such a magnitude that the anthropogenic
noise reduces to levels below what is inferred to be environmental noise, and let the
environmental noise dominates (light blue areas).
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Figure 24: Gain of the reduction of
URN through design improvement
observed 10% of the time in June
2015 at 125Hz. Left: offshore
Brest in the Atlantic; right: offshore
Marseille in the Mediterranean.

Figure 25: Gain of the reduction of
URN through design improvement
observed 25% of the time in June
2015 at 125Hz. Left: offshore
Brest in the Atlantic; right: offshore
Marseille in the Mediterranean.

Figure 26: Gain of the reduction of
URN through design improvement
observed half of the time in June
2015 at 125Hz. Left: offshore
Brest in the Atlantic; right: offshore
Marseille in the Mediterranean.
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5.1.3. Benefits at basin scale on Cod
The benefits of the application of a ship URN reduction solution at the full scale and in the
Marine Protected Area are presented in Figure 27. The effectiveness of the reduction
measure on both masking and behavioural reactions is mainly noticeable in the shallow
water area. The reduction counted in terms of surface of impacted area is about 10% for both
masking and behavioural risks.

Risk assessment after application of
reduction solution

At the MPA

Full area

Baseline risk assessment

Figure 27: Assessment of the benefits of the reduction of URN (AQUO_V3E) solution on masking and
behavioural reaction for Cod. The scenario studied for Cod is described in 4.1.3.
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BV URN-controlled vessel

5.2.1. Description of the solution
It is assumed here that all the vessels fulfil the requirement “URN – controlled vessel”
defined in Bureau Veritas (BV) Underwater Radiated Noise notation (October 2014 – NR 614
DT R00 E). This notation, aiming at controlling and limiting the environmental impact of
shipping on marine fauna, has been built-up from the expertise gained within the AQUO and
SILENV projects and especially within the full scale measurement activities. The reference
models, as defined in [4] and [13] are used, but the SL is forced in order to remain lower than
the BV URN – controlled vessel limits. Therefore it translates a situation where all the ships
considered in the traffic would have already achieved some efforts in terms of technical
solutions or operational solution (e.g. improved maintenance, optimum propulsion plant
settings,…) to reduce their single underwater radiated noise.
The BV-controlled limits are defined by:

SLBV  controlled f   169  2 log f   LFcorr  f  ,

for 10 Hz < f < 50 Hz

SLBV controlled  f   165,6  20 log f / 50  LFcorr  f  ,

for 63 Hz < f < 1000 Hz

SLBV  controlled f   139,6  20 log f / 1000   LFcorr  f  ,

for 1000 Hz < f < 50000 Hz



1

1
 ,
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2






2
2

f
/
c
d
L
sin




With LFcorr  f   Max 0;10 log



d=source depth, =15°.

Figure 28: URN - controlled vessel noise limits - Bureau Veritas Underwater Radiated Noise notation,
October 2014 – NR 614 DT R00 E
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The model AQUO V3A is defined by:





SLV 3 A  f ,V , Lref   Min SLref  f ,V , Lref ; SLBV controlled f 

Baseline
(June 2015)

BV Control
URN
(June 2015)

Figure 29: Distribution of source levels (URN) in June 2015 at Ushant site.
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5.2.2. Benefits at basin scale on the distribution of shipping noise
The following figures demonstrate that the benefit is different according to the percentile
considered and that the benefit is not uniform across the area of interest. Interestingly, the
reduction solution is sufficient to reduce the received noise down to environmental noise in
some places in the south west of the area.

Figure 30: Gain of the
reduction of URN on individual
vessels (AQUO_V3A)
observed 10% of the time in
June 2015 at 125Hz. Offshore
Brest, France, in the Atlantic.

Figure 31: Gain of the
reduction of URN on individual
vessels (AQUO_V3A)
observed 25% of the time in
June 2015 at 125Hz. Offshore
Brest, France, in the Atlantic.

Figure 32: Gain of the
reduction of URN on individual
vessels (AQUO_V3A)
observed half of the time in
June 2015 at 125Hz. Offshore
Brest, France, in the Atlantic.
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5.2.3. Benefits at basin scale on Harbour porpoises
The risks of behavioural change and masking of predator sounds is displayed in the figure
bellow for the entire area, and in the Marine Protected Area. The BV-URN Controlled limit
has little effect on masking at 2kHz, but interesting benefits of 20% reduction of the total
surface of behavioural changes area at 2kHz.

Risk assessment after application of
BV Control solution

At the MPA

Full area

Baseline risk assessment

Figure 33: Assessment of the benefits of BV Control solution on masking and behavioural reaction for Harbour
Porpoises. The scenario studied for Harbour Porpoises is described in 4.1.3.
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5.2.4. Benefits at basin scale on Cod
The benefits of the application of a BV URN-Advanced vessels reduction solution at the full
scale and in the Marine Protected Area are presented in Figure 34. The effectiveness of the
reduction measure on both masking and behavioural reactions is mainly noticeable in the
shallow water area. The reduction counted in terms of surface of impacted area is about 12%
for both masking and behavioural risks.

Risk assessment after application of BV
Control solution

At the MPA

Full area

Baseline risk assessment

Figure 34: Assessment of the benefits of BV Control solution on masking and behavioural reaction for Cod.
The scenario studied for Cod is described in 4.1.3.
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BV URN-advanced vessels

5.3.1. Description of the solution
It is assumed here that all the vessels fulfil the requirement “URN – advanced vessel”
defined in Bureau Veritas Underwater Radiated Noise notation (October 2014 – NR 614 DT
R00 E). Like for the scenario AQUO_V3A, the philosophy is here to assess a significant
effort made at a ship level in terms of noise reduction solution but assessed at a traffic scale.
Indeed, the limits of the BV class notation URN-advanced vessels are more stringent than for
the previous simulated ones (URN-controlled vessels). These limits are likely to be proposed
to the ships operating in or close to protected areas. The reference models are used, but the
SL is forced in order to remain lower than the BV URN-advanced limits.
The BV URN-advanced limits are defined by:

SLBV  advanced f   174  11log f   LFcorr  f  ,

for 10 Hz < f < 50 Hz

SLBV  advanced f   155,3  18 log f / 50  LFcorr  f  ,

for 63 Hz < f < 1000 Hz

SLBV  advanced f   131,9  22 log f / 1000   LFcorr  f  ,

for 1000 Hz < f < 50000 Hz



1

1
 ,

2 
 2 22f / c d L sin   

With LFcorr  f   Max 0;10 log



d=source depth, =15°.

Figure 35: URN - advanced vessel noise limits - Bureau Veritas Underwater Radiated Noise notation,
October 2014 – NR 614 DT R00 E
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The model AQUO V3B is defined by:





SLV 3 B  f ,V , Lref   Min SLref  f ,V , Lref ; SLBV advanced  f 

Baseline
(June 2015)

BV
Advanced
URN
(June 2015)

Figure 36: Distribution of source levels (URN) in June 2015 at Ushant site.
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5.3.2. Benefits at basin scale on the distribution of shipping noise
The following figures show high benefits from the application of this reduction solution: for all
percentiles, the gain is up to 9 dB in most of the area, and a gain between 3 to 6 dB in the
shallow coastal areas. Interestingly, half of the time, the noise in the entire Molène’s
archipelagos drop down such as the environmental noise is likely to dominate. This is also
the case for very large deep areas offshore in the west part of the area at least for half of the
time.

Figure 37: Gain of the
reduction of URN on
individual vessels
(AQUO_V3B observed
10% of the time in June
2015 at 125Hz. Offshore
Brest, France, in the
Atlantic.

Figure 38: Gain of the
reduction of URN on
individual vessels
(AQUO_V3B observed
25% of the time in June
2015 at 125Hz. Offshore
Brest, France, in the
Atlantic.

Figure 39: Gain of the
reduction of URN on
individual vessels
(AQUO_V3B observed half
of the time in June 2015 at
125Hz. Offshore Brest,
France, in the Atlantic.
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5.3.3. Benefits at basin scale on Cod
The benefits of the application of a BV Advanced reduction solution at the full scale and in
the Marine Protected Area are presented in Figure 40. The effectiveness of the reduction
measure on both masking and behavioural reactions is mainly noticeable in the shallow
water area. The reduction counted in terms of surface of impacted area in the Marine
Protected area is about 25% for masking and about 50% for behavioural risks.

Risk assessment after application of BV

Baseline risk assessment

At the MPA

Full area

Advanced solution

Figure 40: Assessment of the benefits of BV Advanced solution on masking and behavioural reaction for
Cod. The scenario studied for Cod is described in 4.1.3.
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6. Assessment of the benefits of traffic regulation solutions
6.1.

Management of Traffic Separation Schemes

6.1.1. Description of the solutions
Two solutions have been studied:
 Insure minimal distance of 10km between vessel transiting in the Traffic Separation
Scheme (TSS) ;
 Group the vessels by 3 while transiting in the Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS).
6.1.1.1.

Insure minimal distance in the Traffic Separation Scheme

The modelling of the solution has been done based on the real existing maritime situation in
June 2015 given by the AIS data. The first step was to separate the vessels navigating
through the Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) from the other vessels (for instance fishing
vessels that cross the TSS). For each instantaneous snapshot, we have identified the
vessels present in the Traffic Separation Scheme in Ushant that have a Course Over Ground
between 20 to 70° for north-going route, and between 200 and 250° for the south-going
route.
The trajectories along the TSS of these selected individual vessels have been modified to
insure an average distance between two successive vessels navigating in the same direction
of at least 10 km (Figure 41). Speeds are kept to about the same value.
Figure 41: Illustration of the
implementation of the solution on a
single instantaneous situation: the
cyan positions are identified to vessel
not cruising through the Traffic
Separation Scheme (TSS). The green
dots represent vessels identified as
navigation through the TSS. The red
dots indicate the new positions of the
green vessels in order to comply with
the management solution.
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Group the vessels by 3 while transiting in the Traffic Separation

Scheme
The modelling of the solution has been done based on the real existing maritime situation in
June 2015 given by the AIS data. The first step was to separate the vessels navigating
through the Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) from the other vessels (for instance fishing
vessels that cross the TSS). For each instantaneous snapshot, we have identified the
vessels present in the Traffic Separation Scheme in Ushant that have a Course Over Ground
between 20 to 70° for north-going route, and between 200 and 250° for the south-going
route.
The trajectories along the TSS of these selected individual vessels have been modified to
insure that vessels navigating towards the same direction are grouped by 3 with an
interspace of about 2km to ensure a safe navigation. The mean distance between two
successive groups of 3 vessels is about 35 km (Figure 43). Speeds are kept to about the
same value.
Figure 42: Illustration of the
implementation of the solution on a
single instantaneous situation: the
cyan positions are identified to vessel
not cruising through the Traffic
Separation Scheme (TSS). The green
dots represent vessels identified as
navigation through the TSS. The red
dots indicate the new positions of the
green vessels in order to comply with
the management solution.

6.1.2. Benefits at basin scale on the distribution of shipping noise
Both solutions show global reduction of the noise, mainly in the vicinity of the TSS. Grouping
vessels have an efficient effect at the 10th percentile and bellow since there is a “masking”
effect of the URNs among the group of vessels. Spreading the vessels regularly in the TSS
has less effect at high percentiles, but insures better reduction at the lower percentiles (such
as the 50th percentile).
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Grouping by 3 vessels while transiting in the Traffic
Separation Scheme

Insuring minimal distance of 10km between vessel
transiting in the Traffic Separation Scheme

Figure 43: Gain and losses of
the traffic regulation in TSS
observed 10% of the time in
June 2015 at 125Hz. Ushant
TSS offshore Brest, France,
Atlantic.

Figure 44: Gain and losses of
the traffic regulation in TSS
observed 25% of the time in
June 2015 at 125Hz. Ushant
TSS offshore Brest, France,
Atlantic.

Figure 45: Gain and losses of
the traffic regulation in TSS
observed 50% of the time in
June 2015 at 125Hz. Ushant
TSS offshore Brest, France,
Atlantic.
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Spatial planning of Traffic Separation Schemes

6.2.1. Description of the solution
The modelling of the solution has been done based on the real existing maritime situation in
June 2015 given by the AIS data. The first step was to separate the vessels navigating
through the Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) from the other vessels (for instance fishing
vessels that cross the TSS). For each instantaneous snapshot, we have identified the
vessels present in the Traffic Separation Scheme in Ushant that have a Course Over Ground
between 20 to 70° for north-going route, and between 200 and 250° for the south-going
route.
For these selected vessels, a translation of magnitude about 10km in the North-north-west
direction is performed in order to move offshore the TSS away from the coastline and the
Marine Protected area located south-west from the Ushant Island. Speeds and course of all
vessels have been preserved in the new situation, as well as URN levels.

Figure 46: Illustration of the
implementation of the solution on a
single instantaneous situation: the
cyan positions are identified to vessel
not cruising through the Traffic
Separation Scheme (TSS). The green
dots represent vessels identified as
navigation through the TSS. The red
dots indicate the new positions of the
green vessels in order to comply with
the spatial planning solution.
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6.2.2. Benefits at basin scale on the distribution of shipping noise
The following figures show how the statistical noise is modified from the baseline noise taken
in June 2015 when moving the TSS 10km offshore the existing one at Ushant. There is a
large gain at the location of the existing TSS, but this gain is compensated by a loss of
roughly the same amplitude at the new location of the TSS. However, moving offshore leads
to a few dB gain in all the area between the TSS and the coast, which is compensated by a
loss of the same amplitude in the west of the TSS in deep waters.

Figure 47: Gain and
losses of moving the
TSS 10km offshore
observed 10% of the
time in June 2015 at
125Hz. Ushant TSS
offshore Brest,
France, Atlantic.

Figure 48: Gain and
losses of moving the
TSS 10km offshore
observed 25% of the
time in June 2015 at
125Hz. Ushant TSS
offshore Brest,
France, Atlantic.

Figure 49: Gain and
losses of moving the
TSS 10km offshore
observed 50% of the
time in June 2015 at
125Hz. Ushant TSS
offshore Brest,
France, Atlantic.
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Regulation of speed

6.3.1. Description of the solution
For each instantaneous snapshot, a research and a count of the number of ships with a
speed ≥ 13 knots present in the MPA (Marine Protected Area) are done. MPA’s limits are
defined by the limits of The Iroise Marine Natural Park.
6.3.1.1.

At Ushant test site

The modelling of the solution has been done based on the real existing maritime situation in
June 2015 given by the AIS data. The first step was to separate the vessels navigating in the
Marine Protected Area (Parc Naturel Marin d’Iroise) from the other vessels. All vessels in the
MPA of which speed was exceeding 13 knots, have seen their speed reduced to 13 knots.
The effect on the distribution of the speeds in the entire Ushant site is illustrated in Figure 50,
showing that only a very limited number of vessel are affected by such a regulation in this
particular case: only a very few vessels are cruising at speed higher than 13 knots in the
MPA already, and this number is extremely small compared to the total number of vessels
navigating in the area.

Baseline
(June 2015)

Speed limit
of 13 knots in
the Marine
Protected
Area

Figure 50: Distribution of speeds (left) and source levels (URN, right) in June 2015 at Ushant site.
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At Antares test site

Antares test site is located in the Pelagos sanctuary. The risk of injury by collision is
increased when speeds of vessels exceed 13 knots. We decided to set up a scenario where
the speed would be limited in the whole area to 13 knots (Figure 51) to reduce the injury by
collision risk and evaluate what would be the benefits in terms of noise reduction.

Baseline
(June
2015)

Speed
limit of
13 knots
in the
whole
area
Figure 51: Distribution of speeds (left) and source levels (URN, right) in June 2015 at Antares site.

6.3.2. Benefits at basin scale on the distribution of shipping noise
As expected, the following figures shows that limiting the speed in the MPA has no effect
except at some places and very low percentiles (e.g. for very short portion of time, as shown
in Figure 52 for the 1st percentile). The opposite result is found in the area offshore Marseille
when the speed limit is applied for all vessels in the entire area. In this case, gains are
predicted to be up to 6 dB in the deeper areas and up to 3dB in the shallower places at all
percentiles.
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Figure 52: Gain of reducing speed observed 1% of the time in June 2015 at 125Hz. Left: at MPA in
the vicinity of the Ushant TSS, offshore Brest, France, Atlantic
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Figure 53: Gain of reducing speed
observed 10% of the time in June 2015 at
125Hz. Left: at MPA in the vicinity of the
Ushant TSS, offshore Brest, France,
Atlantic. Right: offshore Marseille, France,
Mediterranean.

Figure 54: Gain of reducing speed
observed 25% of the time in June 2015 at
125Hz. Left: at MPA in the vicinity of the
Ushant TSS, offshore Brest, France,
Atlantic. Right: offshore Marseille, France,
Mediterranean.

Figure 55: Gain of reducing speed
observed half of the time in June 2015 at
125Hz. Left: at MPA in the vicinity of the
Ushant TSS, offshore Brest, France,
Atlantic. Right: offshore Marseille, France,
Mediterranean.
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Traffic regulation fostering deep or shallow waters

6.4.1. Description of the solutions
The modelling of the solution has been done based on the track change depending on the
water depth. The depth considered for transition from shallow to deep waters is
approximately 300m.
6.4.1.1.

Fostering deep waters

The modelling of the solution has been done based on the real existing maritime situation in
June 2015 given by the AIS data. The first step was to separate the vessels navigating in
shallow waters and not approaching a local harbour from the other vessels. For each
instantaneous snapshot, these vessels have been moved and distributed further out offshore
to reach deeper waters (Figure 56).
Figure 56: Illustration of the
implementation of the solution on a
single instantaneous situation: the
green positions are identified to
vessel cruising in shallow waters and
not approaching a local harbour. The
red dots indicate the new positions of
the green vessels in order to comply
with the spatial planning solution.
Cyan positions have not moved.

6.4.1.1.

Fostering shallow waters

The modelling of the solution has been done based on the real existing maritime situation in
June 2015 given by the AIS data. The first step was to separate the vessels navigating in
deep waters from the other vessels. For each instantaneous snapshot, these vessels have
been moved and distributed closer to the coast line to reach shallower waters (Figure 57).
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Figure 57: Illustration of the
implementation of the solution on a
single instantaneous situation: the
green positions are identified to
vessel cruising in shallow waters and
not approaching a local harbour. The
red dots indicate the new positions of
the green vessels in order to comply
with the spatial planning solution.
Cyan positions have not moved.

6.4.2. Benefits at basin scale on the distribution of shipping noise
The following figures show the gains and losses at three percentiles when fostering traffic in
deep waters or in shallow waters offshore Barcelona in the Mediterranean Sea. The effects
are similar at all percentiles. Fostering the traffic in deep waters lead to gains across the
entire coastal area up to mostly 3dB but reaching up to 6 dB in some places. Fostering the
traffic in shallow waters lead to gains offshore up to 3dB, but increases levels across large
areas in the coastal zone, up to 9 dB.
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Fostering deep water routes

Fostering shallow water routes

Figure 58: Gain and losses of
fostering traffic in deep (left) or
shallow (right) waters observed 10%
of the time in June 2015 at 125Hz.
Offshore Barcelona, Spain,
Mediterranean.

Figure 59: Gain and losses of
fostering traffic in deep (left) or
shallow (right) waters observed 25%
of the time in June 2015 at 125Hz.
Offshore Barcelona, Spain,
Mediterranean.

Figure 60: Gain and losses of
fostering traffic in deep (left) or
shallow (right) waters observed half
of the time in June 2015 at 125Hz.
Offshore Barcelona, Spain,
Mediterranean.
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7. Conclusion and recommendation
7.1.

Assessment of the efficiency of mitigation solutions

The main objectives of the AQUO project is the proposal of practical solutions and guidelines
for the reduction of underwater noise related to shipping, in order to protect marine life. The
solutions considered for the guidelines can be split into:
 ship design,
 operational settings applied to individual vessels,
 ship traffic control at the scale of a maritime area.
The selection of the most relevant solutions is based on three criteria:
 Intrinsic reduction of ship URN (AQUO report D5.2 [9]),
 Fuel efficiency (AQUO report D5.4 [10])
 Impact on underwater noise and related bio-acoustic criteria in the whole maritime
area (the present study).
Here, the AQUO project has demonstrated that a specific methodology coupled to an
innovative modelling technology is able to evaluate most type of regulation on underwater
noise reduction.
This has been demonstrated effectively on individual URN reduction solutions, from
cavitation cancellation and machinery noise reduction to regulatory rules on URN such as
limits (URN-controlled vessel and URN-advanced vessel) from Bureau Veritas class notation
NR614,, but also on traffic regulation, speed limitation and spatial planning regulations.
Several test cases have been carried out, conducted in three different test areas. From these
test cases, although the analysis may vary according to the criteria or frequency range taken
into account, we can draw a few conclusions:
 Reduction of URN of all merchant ships and passenger vessels through design
(improved propeller and reduction of machinery noise): a significant reduction of
underwater noise can be obtained (3 to 6 dB) resulting to increase by 10% the area
with regards to the bioacoustic criterion retained for the cod.
 Imposing a limit for ship URN can also be an efficient solution. For example, in one of
the examples treated, the area where the bioacoustic criteria are adequate increases
by 20% for harbour porpoise and 12% for cod in the BVURN-controlled vessel limit is
applied, and increases much more (more than 6 dB reduction of underwater noise, up
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to 50% of improvement in the bioacoustic criteria) if the more stringent URN limit, BV
URNadvanced vessel, is applied.
 Regarding the limitation of ship speed at a given maximum speed (here the value
was set to 13 knots), the result is less direct as other factors intervene. For example,
if this regulation is applied only to ships sailing in the MPA, only a few vessels may be
affected, resulting on little reduction of underwater noise except in some local areas.
Clearly, the influence of underwater noise due to remote traffic is visible. This is
confirmed by that fact that if speed limit is enforced in a larger maritime area, the
improvement of the situation is much greater.
 Regarding traffic separation schemes, such as grouping vessels together or imposing
a minimum distance, results show that some significant improvement can be
obtained, however with possible degradation in some local areas.
 Other solutions such as fostering deep or shallow waters are highly dependent on the
area considered, rendering difficult to draw conclusions.
We can also outline that the result of the analysis depends strongly on the maritime area of
interest (characterized by the geometry, the physical properties, the ship traffic and the list of
marine animals to be protected) and so a case to case analysis is necessary before
considering any regulation.

7.2.

Way ahead

This Ocean Shipping Noise Footprint tool named Quonops is operational, works in real-time
or on historical data, runs on real contextual situations (environmental, shipping, weather,
etc.) or on fictive scenarios. The tool has been designed to be implementable in any seas or
oceans in the world, and at any scale.
The quantification of the benefits of regulatory scenarios has been elaborated at basin scale
in order to consider both the effect of other maritime activities not concerned by the
regulation, and the environmental conditions. The quantification is made by the use of
percentile maps which allow managers to consider the benefits for selected proportion of
time that could have biological relevance.
The technology is in place. The detailed assessment is largely dependent on the quality of
the information available though. The main sensitivity relies (a) on the quality of the URN
information that can be derived from the content of the AIS messages and (b) on the quality
of the biological criteria available. For that reason, a calibration method that reduces some of
the uncertainties has been developed. The calibration method is based on in-situ acoustic
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measurement and has been implemented using real-time acoustic observatories that feed
the models with real-time noise assessment. Coupled to bioacoustic algorithms that
characterise in real-time and statistically the biological habitat of species of interest, as it has
been implemented by coupling Quonops to LIDO, the managers have now access to a new
generation of decision aid integrated tool.
At this stage, the major recommendation is to implement a comprehensive management pilot
project based on this new generation of decision aid tool. The objective would be to evaluate
the tool for a specific test case, surveying most of the parameters that will influence the
diagnostic and the management: URN direct measurements, noise measurement for
calibration purposes, intensive habitat survey, criteria refinement, etc. The ultimate phase of
the pilot project would be to implement a regulatory decision based on the assessment
provided and evaluate the effects on the noise reduction and on the marine fauna. A Marine
Protected Area would likely be a very good candidate to host such a pilot project.
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